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Origins

The laws of nature state that we are all connected, yet
every being is unique. In a world of metaverses and
virtual reality, our homes remain our source of
groundedness, rooting us to our authentic selves.

Our Color of the Year for 2023, Tiramisu, 
celebrates our origins — the source from which we all
rise. This rich, restorative mid-tone brown was inspired
by the diverse range and tonalities of natural wood —
each offering its distinct beauty — and the rich mineral
hues of the soil from which they grow.

Revisiting Our Roots





We take inspiration from

around the globe, imbued by

the diversity and wonder of

culture, craft, and nature,

where each instills a sense of

originality and reflects a

connection to its source. Our

capsule of colours is based on

research, trends, and intuition,

with much consideration to how

they will translate to the human

element of design.  

PHILIPPA RADON
C2 PAINT DESIGN & COLOR SPECIALIST



nurturing

emits warm, ambient
undertones that
flicker gold and
copper

tiramisu
C2-600

grounding





artistic

made without black ink to
reflect the full range of
natural light

velvety

stout
C2-965





Signature

En Pointe
C2-851

nuanced

ambiguous and fluid,
it effortlessly adapts
to its environment

graceful



"We chose the theme origins because it brings us back to our

roots as a company. Our colors are classic, but our unique,

full-spectrum process gives them each a distinct personality,

both in name and formulation. As a palette, they represent a

refined foundation upon which you can express any version

of yourself. Our paint provides a canvas that is less like

paint and more like art. ”
TiIA CLARIDA

MARKETING DIRECTOR, C2 PAINT
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